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Executive Summary 
 
The arts and cultural sector has been undergoing significant upheaval in recent 
years as a result of wide ranging and complex changes in the external environment. 
These changes will continue and it has become clear that success in the future 
depends on cultural organisations not merely doing things better but doing them 
differently and being able to keep adapting. In recognition of both the challenges and 
the new opportunities facing museums in the South East, the South East Museums 
Development Programme (“SEMDP”) has commissioned this research into cultural 
business models. The outputs of this work are threefold and include: 
 
1. This report on cultural business models in the South East, which includes a 

summary review of six arts organisation models based in the region: 
• Chichester Festival Theatre, Hofesh Shechter Company, Farnham 

Maltings, Pallant House Gallery, Canterbury Festival, South East Dance 
2. Six concise, illustrated mini case studies of currently successful arts organisation 

business models (the case studies should be read in conjunction with this report): 
• Aspex, Graeae Theatre Company, Multistory, Battersea Arts Centre, 

Lighthouse, The Tobacco Factory 
3. Agreement by the six mini case study arts organisations to offer peer support to 

museums in the south east through SEMDP 
 
This report is based on addressing four key questions: 
 
• Why are museums thinking about business models? 
• What do we mean by business models? 
• What are other cultural organisations doing? 
• What do museums need to do? 
 
As outlined in the opening paragraph SEMDP is addressing the issue of business 
models primarily because of the shifts happening in the wider operating environment 
including reducing public funding, shifts in funding from grants to commissioning, 
changing demographics, the implications of continuing developments in technology, 
to name just a few. 
 
In referring to a business model we mean that which ‘describes the rationale of how 
an organisation creates, delivers and captures value.’ (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010: 
14) Developing a business model as opposed to a business plan provides a 
mechanism for hypothesis testing and allows for the exploration of possible 
responses to the unknown and unexpected while ensuring everyone understands 
how the organisation creates value and delivers its core purpose. 
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In reviewing the models of six arts organisations in the South East a number of key 
themes emerged. 
 
1. The business models of arts organisations are very diverse. While this may seem 

obvious it is worth stating in that as SEMDP seeks to learn from these models 
there is no generic approach that can or should be applied. 

2. None of the business models are static. They are constantly evolving in response 
to external influences and internal ambitions. 

3. Effective and imaginative exploitation of key physical assets and exciting content 
are key areas for development. 

 
Lessons learnt from what the featured arts organisations are doing, and 
contemplating what museums might seek to do, suggest that innovation has to be at 
the core of the business model. The examples included in this report, as well as the 
mini case studies, show that this can range from better use of data through to 
expanding the offer and from new models of distribution through to using existing 
skills and expertise in new ways.  
 
The arts organisations that have achieved continuous innovation have a range of 
characteristics: 
 
• Strong leadership 
• A clear vision 
• Appropriate values 
• A dynamic board 
• Strong teamwork 
• Access to external resources 
• Active inter-organisational networks 
 
It is also acknowledged that there are a number of challenges that will need to be 
borne in mind as museums review and adapt their business models. These include 
issues such as the speed and unpredictability of the changes in the external 
environment making traditional forms of planning difficult. Staff capacity and 
capability will also have an impact on the nature of change that can be achieved. We 
recognise that resources are tight and the financial context in particular may not be 
conducive to building wider organisational networks as others become perceived as 
competitors rather than partners. 
 
That said the summary reviews included in this report and the six mini case studies 
demonstrate that there are a range of responses available, to organisations of all 
scales, in developing successful business models. Museums also have a number of 
advantages over arts organisations that can be exploited: 
 
• Museum collections provide a rich source of content that is readily available and 

well understood by museum staff 
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• The museum sector has strong professional networks that add real cohesion and 
offer a wide range of developmental opportunities 

• Museums generally place strong emphasis on training and development and their 
teams often demonstrate well established managerial skills and experience 

 
Summary recommendations  
Based on our findings and conclusions we have developed a number of 
recommendations for both individual museums and for the wider sector.  For the 
detailed recommendations please refer to pages 32-35. 
 
Museums and heritage organisations 
To take advantage of the opportunities that do exist to build stronger business 
models museums need to be able and willing to innovate successfully.  We have 
identified above a number of key organisational characteristics that have supported 
innovation and appropriate risk taking among arts organisations.  We would 
recommend that museums consider how far these characteristics are reflected in 
their organisations and how they might address areas for development. 
 
In terms of areas for particular focus, we would suggest that the three most fertile 
areas of business model innovation: 
 
• exploitation of content beyond merchandising; 
• creative approaches to the exploitation of physical assets; and  
• digital development. 
 
The Museum sector 
We suggest that the museum sector as a whole can support the development of 
more successful and resilient business models in five key areas. 
 
1. Understanding, promoting and rewarding innovation 
2. Supporting greater and deeper partnership working 
3. Advocacy 
4. Provision of development opportunities and tools 
5. Realistic funder expectations and recognition of the need for transition support 
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Approach and context 
 
Through the current programme, SEMDP wishes to provide opportunities for 
museums to learn from successful arts business models through a collaborative, 
peer-to-peer delivery model.  To do this it has two needs: 
 

• To acquire an up to date picture, in a rapidly changing environment, of how 
the business models of resilient arts organisations contribute to their success.  

• To identify individuals and organisations that are willing to share their learning 
with museums in the South East. 

 
Three key outputs were identified for this review of cultural business models: 
 

• A report providing an overview of key business models found in the cultural 
sector. 

• Six warm contacts with arts organisations with strong business models who 
are committed to offering peer support to museums in in the South East of 
England via SEMDP. 

• Concise, illustrated, mini case studies of the six identified organisations for 
online publication. 

 
This report represents the first of these outputs but also includes learning from the 
latter.  As requested, we have sought to address the following areas. 
 

• Overview of business models currently employed in arts organisations. 
• Drivers, motivations and incentives which are leading arts organisations to 

adopt different business models. 
• Assessment of the relative success of different business models in delivering 

organisational sustainability in the current operating environment. 
• Assessment of the applicability of successful business models to the 

museums sector and inherent risks. 
• Recommendations for changes in the museums sector at an organisation and 

sector level. 
 
In doing so our approach has been shaped by four key questions. 
 

• Why are we (i.e. museums) thinking about business models? 
• What do we mean by business models? 
• What are other cultural organisations doing?  
• What do we need to do? 

 
Our work has been largely desk based and has drawn upon our combined 
experience. Our research has been supplemented by conversations with potential 
case study and mentor organisations as well as with Lucy Marder of the South East 
Museum Development Programme.  The conclusions have been particularly 
influenced by Susan’s work on business models with the current Future Proof 
Museum fellows and with their teams.  The Future Proof programme was devised 
and delivered by the Arts Marketing Association and funded by Arts Council 
England. 
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The geographical scope for the case study organisations was the South East of 
England.  In the face of multiple definitions of this region and in the interests of not 
omitting illuminating material we have evolved a more flexible and pragmatic 
approach to our definition and our geographical boundaries are reasonably fluid. 
 
Our research has taken place within the context of a rapidly changing and 
challenging environment for all arts and culture organisations.  Some of the most 
significant changes that are impacting on the arts and cultural sector include: 
 

• Reductions in public funding are creating systemic change within the sector.   
• Reductions in core grants are making it more challenging to fund core staff 

and infrastructure costs.   
• The competition for funds from public and private sources is intensifying with 

trust and foundation funders reporting substantial increases in the number of 
applications and potential major donors pointing to a dramatic increase in 
approaches.   

• Driven by a desire to secure value for money or ‘more for less’ funders are 
moving away from traditional models of funding and alternative governance 
models are being utilised; examples of these changes include outcome based 
funding, commissioning, the growth in the creation of independent trusts to 
manage local authority services and the expansion in social investment. 

 
A number of wider operating environment factors are also influencing the creative 
and cultural sector. In October 2012 the museums and libraries functions of the 
Museums, Libraries and Archives Council were transferred to Arts Council England.  
The gradual integration of the two portfolios is creating subtle changes in policy 
making as different sectoral approaches and models are compared, learning shared 
and barriers to closer working are lowered.  This process will accelerate with the 
combined NPO funding found later this year. 
 
The promotion of localism and devolution of powers away from Whitehall to city 
regions and elected mayors will have major but as yet ill-defined implications for the 
shape of the funding landscape in England within both devolved areas and those 
who retain more traditional structures.  The promotion of the Northern Powerhouse 
and the desire to re-balance arts funding away from London and South East is 
already leading to shifts in funding priorities and is likely to continue to do so. 
 
The changing demographic make-up of the UK has been highlighted through a 
number of high profile political debates including the EU referendum, concerns 
around immigration and population growth, the challenge of funding the NHS and the 
impact of an ageing population. 
 
Last but not least, developments in digital technologies are undermining and 
transforming established industries and birthing new ones.  The music industry has 
been completely reshaped.  Publishing is undergoing a revolution.  Newspapers are 
struggling in the face of declining advertising revenues.  Facebook launched in 2004 
and how has 2 billion users.  Uber and Airbnb are challenging established business 
models in taxis and accommodation.  3D scanners can print objects in your own 
home or recreate archaeological artefacts on a previously unimagined scale such as 
the triumphal arch from Palmyra.  Event cinema is creating new audiences for 
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streamed performances of theatre, opera and dance. These developments are 
creating profound changes in society and in customer expectations and behaviour. 
 
These changes will be profound and systemic on many levels; their interplay is 
complex and currently unknowable.  All we can be certain of is that the new normal 
is here to stay; success in the future will depend on not merely doing it better but 
doing it differently and being able to keep adapting. 
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Working with business models 
 
The modern focus on business models has its origins in the disruptive innovation 
(Christensen, 1997) that resulted from developments in digital computing and 
communication technology in the last quarter of the twentieth century.  It has recently 
been argued that the pace of change engendered by these technological changes is 
accelerating (Schwab, 2016:7).  In the arts and culture sector reductions in public 
funding have added to this disruption, rendering most models vulnerable and many 
unviable.  In this context a resilient business model has become the Holy Grail.    
 
This section first explores briefly what is meant by the terms business model and 
resilience as both are sometimes used rather loosely and inaccurately as substitutes 
for the view ‘our costs do not exceed our revenues’.  We then suggest that in 
understanding and testing possible business models, museums may find it 
particularly helpful to use two visual tools: the Business Model Canvas and the 
Matrix Map.  We have found that these models allow teams from across 
organisations to think collectively and creatively about business models, to explore 
notions around value, purpose and impact, to develop and test business model 
hypotheses thoroughly but quickly and to broaden conversations away from an 
exclusive focus on budgets and making them balance. They are tools for building 
ideas and formulating models to test. 

Definitions: business model and resilience 
 
A 'business model describes the rationale of how an organisation creates, delivers 
and captures value’ (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010: 14).  The emphasis on value 
creation is fundamental and is by no means restricted to money; in a recent 
workshop a team of museum managers identified over 20 different types of value 
that their organisation creates ranging through social, cultural, economic, 
environmental and fiscal.  This conceptualisation stresses a tripartite process of 
creating, delivering and capturing value.  Successful business models have a clear 
rationale for the value they are creating and for whom, what they need to do create 
and deliver their chosen value to their chosen customers and how, in the process, 
the organisation can capture enough value itself to be viable financially and 
culturally. 
 
There are various definitions of organisational resilience and for this report we are 
using a systemic approach 'the capacity of a system, enterprise, or a person to 
maintain its core purpose & integrity in the face of dramatically changed 
circumstances.'  (Zolli & Healy, 2013: 7) The emphasis here is on organisational 
adaptability and flexibility supported by clarity of purpose and integrity.  Resilience is 
not a permanent state of sustainability to be achieved and hung onto for grim death; 
it is a state of mind achieved through informed awareness of the external 
environment and a way of behaving that allows an organisation to adapt confidently 
and rapidly to changes both welcome and unwelcome.   
 
The relationship between good business model design and resilience can be 
summed up in the aphorism 'no business plan survives first contact with the 
customer' (adapted by Steve Blank (2010) from Helmuth Graf von Moltke (1892)).   
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Business plans must, by their very nature, assume a knowable future although we 
are living in a world in which plans are likely to be outdated almost as soon as they 
are signed off.  Working with business models allows for possible responses to the 
unknown and unexpected whilst ensuring that everyone understands how the 
organisation creates value and delivers its core purpose. 

Business model canvas: a framework for understanding business models 
 
Figure 1 The Business Model Generation Canvas 

Key partners 
 
 

Who are the key 
partners and 
suppliers we 
need to make 

our model work? 
 
 

E.g. cultural 
collaborators, 

education, 
media, 

community and 
voluntary 

organisations, 
business 
partners 

Key activities 
 
 

What key 
activities does 

our offer require 
that we do well? 

 
E.g. 

conservation, 
project 

management, 
promotion,  

 

Value 
proposition or 

offer 
 

What are we 
offering? 

 
Why choose 

us? 
 

What needs or 
wants are we 

satisfying? 
 

What products 
or services are 

we offering? 

Customer 
relationships 

 
What kinds of 

relationships do 
we want with 
customers? 

 
E.g. Personal, 

self-service, co-
creation 

Customer 
groups 

 
 
 
 

Who and where 
are our target 
customers? 

 
 

E.g. audiences, 
visitors, 

participants, 
funders, donors 
and sponsors 

Key resources 
 

What key 
resources do we 
need to deliver 

our offer? 
 

E.g. staff, 
buildings, brand, 

expertise, 
networks 

Channels 
 

How do we 
communicate 

with and reach 
our customers? 

 
E.g. web, print, 
word of mouth, 
social presence 

Costs 
What does it cost to deliver our offer through 
our key activities? 
What are our core costs e.g. staff and 
infrastructure? 
What are our variable or programme costs? 
What is the balance between fixed and 
variable costs? 

Revenue streams 
What are our customers willing to 

pay/contribute? 
 

E.g. tickets sales, secondary income, 
grants, donations, fees for services 

 

 
 
 

Efficiency Value creation 
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At the heart of the excellent and accessible book “Business Model Generation” 
(Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010: 15) is a simple tool for visualising and re-imagining 
business models. The Business Model Canvas (BMC) is a one page template for 
mapping business models. The version above has been adapted by the authors and 
includes sector specific examples.  Guidance on using the tool is widely available 
and further details are included in the appendix. 
 
At the BMC's heart is the value proposition or offer(s) that an organisation is making 
or wishes to make to its target customer groups. Desired relationships and 
distribution channels must be identified together with the revenue streams that they 
support. The left hand side of the BMC focuses on key activities, resources and 
partnerships needed to deliver the offer as efficiently as possible.  
 
The Canvas positions the model’s revenues and costs to make it clear that a 
financial model is just the result of the decisions that the organisation and its 
customers make; if the numbers are unappealing then the model itself must be 
changed not just the spreadsheet.  
 
Most arts organisations are, or will need to be, operating multiple business models 
simultaneously, this can be challenging even within the commercial sector, which 
generally has access to more resources.  Understanding how the different demands 
and rhythms of the various models interact and mesh together within an organisation 
is essential to designing a resilient arts or museum business.  There are a number of 
models for exploring how this works. (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010: 232) 

The matrix map: a framework for understanding the dual bottom line and 
multiple offers 
 
Many cultural organisations have responded to cuts in public funding by growing 
existing sources of non-public revenue and developing new income streams.  
Between 2011/12 and 2013/14 total income for National Portfolio organisations rose 
by 8% and earned and contributed income increased by 10%; Arts Council funding 
fell as an average percentage of total income from 29% to 27%1.  More 
organisations are therefore running more complex, portfolio business models with 
several different combinations of offer, customer, revenue stream and delivery model 
than previously. 
 
The Matrix Map (Zimmerman and Bell, 2015; Figure x) was developed specifically to 
assist nonprofits to understand how their programme portfolios contribute to mission 
delivery and financial viability.  We have included this model in addition to the BMC 
as it has proved consistently popular with the museums we have worked with.  In 
particular it has enabled teams to explore how various activities contribute to overall 
performance and the relationship between mission and money as well as highlighting 
where programme portfolios might need to be reshaped. 
 
 
 
 

                                            
1 Arts Council England Grant-in-Aid and Lottery Distribution annual report and 
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Figure 2 Matrix Map 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The model invites organisations to map their programmes on one template against 
both mission delivery (impact) and financial attractiveness or profitability.  The 
vertical axis is for impact and moves from low to high; the horizontal axis moves from 
low profitability (requires investment to run the programme) through break even at 
the mid-point to surplus or profit generation on the right hand side. 
 
Heart: activities that deliver great impact but are hard to fund.  These are important 
programmes that are often central to the organisation’s core purpose and to the 
motivation of those involved but they are not easy to fund because the direct 
beneficiaries are unable to pay the full cost and/or other sources of reliable long term 
funding are hard to secure. 
 
Stars: these programmes deliver well on both mission and money.  They are highly 
desirable but are hard to design and sustain.  Over time ‘stars’ can become ‘hearts’ 
as project funding dries up.   
 
Money trees: these programmes do not deliver much impact, although they should 
never actively work against the mission, but they do deliver surpluses that can be 
invested in ‘heart’ programmes. 
 
Stop: these are programmes which do not deliver on either the mission or money 
fronts.  Such programmes need to be re-designed or wound up. 
 
To help think about mapping your portfolio there are a number of strategic questions 
you can ask: (Zimmerman and Bell, 2015:172). 

Profitability -> 

Im
pa

ct
 ->
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Figure 3 Matrix Map strategic questions 

Heart 
Starting point: keep and contain costs 
• Can we envision this programme 

achieving the same impact, or very 
close to it, with a different cost 
structure? 

• Is there a different revenue strategy 
to consider? 

Star 
Starting point: invest and grow 
• Do we understand the needs and 

motivations of stakeholders who 
make the star possible? 

• Are there opportunities (new 
geography, new population, 
complementary programming) to 
expand the programme’s impact and 
revenue? 

Stop 
Starting point: close or give away 
• Can we innovate this programme to 

move it out of this quadrant? 
• How long will we give ourselves? 
• Is this the best use of resources? 

Money tree 
Starting point: water and harvest, 
increase impact 
• Can the net surplus be increased?  If 

so, what investment will be required? 
• Are there ways to reduce costs and 

improve the margin? 
• Are there ways to increase impact? 
• Is it aligned with our brand? 
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An overview of arts business models in the South East 
 
Business models are not created in the abstract.  They generally evolve organically 
in response to the interplay of the vision and passion of their creators/leaders and 
the external environment within which they must operate.  The South East context is 
an interesting and complex one. The region is generally affluent with the highest 
household disposable income after London albeit with some areas of high 
deprivation largely concentrated in coastal areas such as Hastings, Margate, Thanet, 
the Isle of Wight and urban South Hampshire2. The economy has weathered the 
post-2008 recession better than most and has the highest employment rate in the 
UK.  Arts attendance as measured in the latest Taking Part survey is relatively high 
at 79.9% – the national average is 76.1%3.  Tourism is an important feature of the 
economy with long stretches of coastline, areas of outstanding natural beauty and a 
density of heritage destinations.  London is a large draw for artists and audiences 
and has had a very major role in shaping both the wider economy and the cultural 
landscape of the South East. 

Key drivers of difference 
Arts organisations operate many different business models. The major drivers of 
difference beyond the external environment and vision are art form, scale, the level 
of investment in physical assets and the identity of the organisation’s primary paying 
customers; each of these factors are explored briefly below.  It can also be 
influenced by organisational design and internal skills and expertise.  
 
Art form 
The Arts Council recognises six arts disciplines: music, literature, combined arts, 
theatre, dance and visual arts.  The 2016/17 NPO arts portfolio for the South East 
region breaks down as follows4. 
 
Figure 4 NPO arts portfolio for the south east 2016/17 

Discipline 
Number of 

organisations 
Total NPO investment for 

2016/17 

 
Number %  £  % 

Combined arts including Bridge 
organisations 9 24%  4,466,936  26% 
Dance 6 16%  2,990,459  18% 
Literature 3 8%  173,191  1% 
Music 4 11%  2,920,902  17% 
Theatre 5 14%  3,020,974  18% 
Visual arts 10 27%  3,461,396  20% 

     
 

37 100%  17,033,858  100% 
 
 

                                            
2 Deprivation and public sector resilience: a briefing paper from South East Councils 
Spring 2011 
3 Taking Part 2015/16 Quarter 2: regional dashboard 
4 Arts Council National Portfolio 2015-18 
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In business terms the overriding difference is between the performing arts (theatre, 
dance and music) and the visual arts; literature is currently an area of very modest 
investment and scale.  In the performing arts there is usually a ticket purchasing 
audience whilst visual art galleries normally offer free entry.  Both areas generate 
income in the form of catering and retail and the importance of this income has 
grown in recent years; however for performing arts organisations it is truly a 
secondary source of income whereas it can be of much greater significance for 
visual art galleries that lack a substantial source of primary trading income. 
 
Scale 
Arts organisations operate at all scales from the one/two person operation sustained 
by small project grants and a turnover of less than £250k to major national 
institutions with incomes over £10m and substantial property assets.  While arts 
organisations at all scales are working to expand their income generation, larger 
organisations often have a greater potential for a variety of income streams: ticket 
sales, core funding, project funding, catering, retail, sponsorship, individual giving 
and friends’ schemes, artistic exploitation income, royalties. Each income stream has 
different resourcing needs in terms of people, assets and systems, carries different 
levels of risk and has a different cashflow pattern. 
 
Investment in physical assets 
The third major contributor to difference is whether or not an arts organisation 
creates and delivers its programme in its own venue or rents office space and 
creates and delivers work in the buildings maintained by other organisations.  
Operating a venue requires a substantial investment in fixed costs but also provides 
opportunities for additional income generation. 
 
Identity of primary paying customers 
The final factor is the identity and motivations of the primary paying customers.  
Often arts organisations have two major customer groups: paying audiences and 
public or private funders who wish to subsidise the provision of creative experiences 
to the general public and/or specific groups.  Over the past six years the balance has 
generally swung significantly towards paying customers as public funding has 
declined in both real and monetary terms.  

Examples of key business models  
To explore how these factors interact and influence the business models of arts 
organisations we have chosen six different arts organisations in the south east for 
further analysis.  No organisation is ‘typical’; they all have distinctive characteristics 
and many are in the process of changing their models but they do offer an illustration 
of the range and complexity of arts organisations within the South East. 
 
1. Chichester Festival Theatre – producing theatre 
2. Hofesh Shechter Company – touring dance company 
3. Farnham Maltings – an arts centre with resident theatre companies and makers 
4. Pallant House Gallery – visual art gallery with a collection 
5. Canterbury Festival – international arts festival 
6. South East Dance – development agency for dance 
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All of the organisations are independent charitable companies.  All financial data 
refers to 2014/15.  Core funding relates to unrestricted regular local authorities 
grants and Arts Council England NPO funding.  Free reserves are calculated in line 
with Charity Commission guidance as unrestricted funds less amounts invested in 
fixed assets. 
 
Chichester Festival Theatre (CFT) 
Producing theatre 
Total incoming 
resources 
£17.0m 

Core funding  
£2.1m 

Free reserves 
£4.8m 

Staff numbers 
80 

Vision or equivalent statement 
CFT is one of the UK’s flagship theatres with an international reputation for 
producing work of the highest quality, ranging from large-scale musicals to 
distinguished dramas 
Business model 
CFT is a national player with a national audience.  It is a producing theatre that 
makes and promotes work on its two stages often in co-producing partnership with 
other theatre companies such as the RSC and Frantic Assembly.  Such co-
production deals allow theatres to share the costs and risks of putting on new shows 
– a process of continual new product development. It also then tours a selection of 
these works nationally and internationally most notably in the form of a number of 
financially and critically successful West End transfers allowing the theatre and its 
partners to exploit their product further for both reach and financial return.   
 
Its model is built on the following elements. 

• A high quality and consistent artistic offer that is well aligned with audience 
expectations both regionally and in London. 

• An ability to attract and do deals with appropriate co-producing partners and 
venues 

• High quality facilities including a main theatre with a capacity of 1,316; this 
size allows a show to make a profit whereas smaller houses generally 
struggle to cover their production costs as the revenue potential is too limited. 

 
 
Hofesh Shechter Company (HSC) 
Touring dance company 
Total incoming 
resources 
£1.5m 

Core funding 
£0.4m 

Free reserves 
£0.1m 

Staff numbers 
28 

Vision or equivalent statement 
Our Philosophy 
Led by Hofesh, we thrive on giving people meaningful experiences, in the audience, 
in the community and in our company. We believe that while art can change the 
world a little, it can change an individual’s world entirely. 
With our own healthy cynicism for ‘contemporary dance’, we strive to create works 
that have potential to make real, powerful connections. We set out to challenge 
preconceptions of the possibilities of live performance and through this, to inspire 
young people to invest their time and energy in the arts. 
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Business model 
HSC is a great example of an ambitious artist-led company: an organisation that acts 
as the vehicle for the realisation of an individual artistic vision.  Other examples 
include BalletBoyz, Pacitti Company, Tara Arts and Told by an Idiot. 
 
HSC makes work and tours it within the UK and overseas; overseas tours contribute 
the majority of earned income.  Its offer to its customers (audiences, venues and 
funders) is distinctive, global and strongly linked to a particular aesthetic and 
experience with a strong emphasis on participation as opposed to passive viewing. 
 
The model is relatively simple: work is made with support from grants (core and 
project) and sold to audiences and venues but success is very largely dependent on 
one man’s creative talent and energy. 
 
Farnham Maltings 
Arts centre with resident theatre companies and makers 
Total incoming 
resources 
£2.7m 

Core funding 
£1.0m 

Free reserves 
£0.3m 

Staff numbers 
35 

Vision or equivalent statement 
Farnham Maltings is a creative organisation that works with artists and communities 
to encourage most people to make, see and enjoy the best art possible. 
 
We believe that creativity helps us make sense of the world, bring people together 
and has the potential to articulate new ideas. By encouraging people to participate in 
the arts, as audience and makers, we will foster a healthier, happier and safer 
contemporary Britain.  
 
Business model 
Farnham Maltings offers a good example of an arts organisation whose business 
model is well aligned with its vision.  The model is built on two key pillars: partnership 
working and its physical assets. 
 
The Maltings offers to its local and regional customers a very wide range of creative 
experiences through its own programmes including that of the Museum of Farnham 
and opportunities offered by its extensive portfolio of resident and non-resident 
partners, tenants and hirers.  These partners include craft makers, theatre and 
dance companies and a wide range of community and voluntary groups.  It also 
leads a funded network of companies and venues to promote the creation and 
distribution of contemporary theatre in the South East.  Volunteers make a 
substantial contribution to the organisation’s operations. 
 
The organisation has a broad range of facilities including the Great Hall, rehearsal 
studios, a cinema, dance studios, a pottery and kiln room, conference and meeting 
rooms, a bar, café and craft studios. 
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Pallant House Gallery 
Visual art gallery with a collection 
Total incoming 
resources 
£4.2m including 
endowment income 
of £2.3m 

Core funding 
£0.3m 

Free reserves 
£0.3m 

Staff numbers 
44 

Vision or equivalent statement 
To be a landmark art gallery inspiring the enjoyment and understanding of Modern 
British and contemporary art through our outstanding collection, exhibitions and 
innovative programmes. 
 
Business model 
Pallant House opened in 1982.  It champions modern British and contemporary art to 
both national and international audiences through permanent displays of its 
collections, an exhibition programme and its learning and community programmes.  
Admission works on a ‘freemium’ model: entry to certain areas is free but a charge is 
made for the collections and exhibition spaces.  It has both a restaurant and café 
that are well regarded. 
 
Three key assets that the charity continues to actively steward and grow underpin 
the gallery’s business model.  First its buildings, which comprise a fine Grade 1 
Queen Anne house and a well, regarded 2006 extension.  Secondly, its collections of 
modern British Art to which gifts continue to be made and lastly its growing 
endowment for which it actively fundraises and which currently stands at £10.8m. 
 
 
Canterbury Festival 
International arts festival 
Total incoming 
resources 
£0.8m 

Core funding 
£0.2m 

Free reserves 
£0.5m 

Staff numbers 
7 

Vision or equivalent statement 
Canterbury Festival is Kent's International Arts Festival, the largest festival of arts 
and culture in the region, and one of the most important cultural events in the South 
East. 
The Festival attracts an audience of over 60,000 people of all ages to free and 
ticketed events, drawn from across Kent, London and the South East. With over two 
hundred events in two weeks there is something to suit everyone from classical 
music to contemporary dance, and from comedy to world music with theatre, walks, 
talks, visual arts and much more. 
 
Business model 
The Canterbury Festival stages an annual multi-art form festival in 
October/November for both local people and visitors from London and the South 
East.  It offers a wide range of ticketed and free events from the intimate to the 
spectacular in a variety of settings.  In common with many festivals the organisation 
has expanded its activities beyond the festival in recent years to include a year round 
programme of monthly events, talent and skills development for local artists and 
students and providing a home for the University of the Third Age in Festival House.  
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The core staff team is small and is supplemented by volunteers and casual staff 
during the Festival. 
 
Festivals are usually high risk arts businesses as one poor festival can often destroy 
the organisation.  Developing a year round presence supports fundraising and 
partnership building as well as developing other income streams.  The U3A tenancy 
provides a regular income stream and connects the Festival with a core audience 
and volunteering group. 
 
The Festival actively fundraises throughout the year and is supported by the 
Canterbury Festival Foundation, which grew out of a Friends organisation. 
 
South East Dance 
Development agency for dance 
Total incoming 
resources 
£1.1m 

Core funding 
£0.6m 

Free reserves 
£0.2m 

Staff numbers 
18 

Vision or equivalent statement 
South East Dance is a leading arts organisation focused on developing dance.  We 
want to ensure the best dance by the most talented artists gets made and that 
people from all walks of life can access greater opportunities to enjoy the exhilaration 
and health benefits of dance. We give artists the opportunity to discover new and 
surprising ways of exploring their creativity and developing their choreographic 
practice. 
 
Business model 
SED operates from offices in Brighton; it does not have its own studios or 
performance spaces.  Its programmes are all delivered in partnership with other arts 
and education organisations in the region and nationally. 
 
SED was founded as part of a funder-led initiative to create a network of dance 
development agencies that would support dance artists and dance organisations to 
develop both their practice and their audiences.  As a result of this founding purpose 
development agencies have been particularly dependent on public funding with 
limited opportunities to develop other income streams. 
 
Since 2010 funders have focused more strongly on ‘frontline services’ that work 
directly with audiences and many agency and umbrella organisations have had to 
rethink their business models accordingly; the planned merger of Dance UK, ADAD, 
NOTA and YDE is an example of this trend. 
 
SED has responded to these challenges in two key ways; it has redefined and 
expanded its offer and customer base and worked to create a substantial new capital 
asset that will support both greater mission delivery and financial resilience.  From 
2011 to 2016 it operated dance studios in Hextable, Kent with the aim of growing 
both its impact and income base – changes in the funding environment recently 
rendered the expansion unviable.  It has developed a much more distinctive vision, 
offer and brand – re-positioning the organisation away from that an agency.  It is 
developing its offer in the area of health and well-being.  Finally, the organisation is 
currently involved in a capital project to create a new choreographic centre in 
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Brighton that will open to artists and the public in 2018.  This new asset will 
transform its business model and impact by providing a high profile home for the 
organisation, a purpose designed place to make new dance work and an opportunity 
to generate income from space hire. 
 
 
These summaries illustrate a number of key themes.   
 
The business models of arts organisations are very diverse.  Most arts 
organisations are created by the passion and vision of a charismatic founder/leader.  
They shape the organisation’s purpose and values from its birth.  In the early years 
these personal passions often have a profound impact on the offer that the 
organisation then makes to its potential customers and therefore its underlying 
business model.  Subsequent success and longevity come from combining effective 
visionary leadership with a relevant and flexible business model. 
 
None of these business models are static; they are all changing in response to 
internal ambitions and external realities. Models that have been successful in the 
past may come to lack relevance and resilience as a result of wider political, social, 
economic or technological developments. There is a strong drive to articulate and 
establish distinctive brands that distinguish one organisation from another in a highly 
competitive market for funding. Organisations are looking to build partnerships to 
expand their programmes in cost effective and risk sharing ways.  They are seeking 
new sources of income often around fundraising and exploiting physical assets.  
Collaboration is an increasingly central component in arts business models; 
organisations are extending both the breadth and depth of their collaborations 
working with partners from across wider geographies and from sectors outside the 
arts. 
 
Effective and imaginative exploitation of key physical assets and exciting 
content can offer new opportunities to deliver both mission and greater financial 
viability. 
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Business model innovation 
 
In this section we offer a number of examples of the ways in which arts organisations 
have sought to build stronger business models.  These examples are drawn from a 
wide range of organisations including those who have volunteered to be part of the 
peer-to-peer learning programme.   
 
Some of these innovations are now firmly embedded whilst others are still in the 
process of being implemented.  Some of these changes have been aimed at 
transforming the way an entire organisation works whilst others have been focused 
on developing one aspect of the organisation’s business.  The effects of some 
innovations have been confined to the organisation that adopted them; others have 
had a sector wide impact.   
 
Better use of data – selling the panto 
Hackney Empire is a Frank Matcham designed 1,200 seat theatre in East London.  
Following a significant capital redevelopment (2001-2004) the organisation faced a 
major financial crisis and a new Chief Executive was appointed to lead a turnaround 
with funder support. 
 
For many years the Empire has staged one of the best known and most successful 
pantomimes in London.  The success of the pantomime is essential to the theatre’s 
business model: it contributes about one third of the charity’s total income and the 
contribution it generates supports both overheads and artistic investment during the 
rest of the year. 
 
As part of her strategy to put the theatre on a sounder financial footing, the Chief 
Executive worked with a consultancy firm - Baker Richards - to maximise the income 
from the pantomime.  This involved putting in place the requisite infrastructure and 
systems and training staff in their use but the key driver of change was a 
commitment to evidence based decision making.  After each pantomime a full 
analysis of the audience data was undertaken and shared with the SMT and Board.  
Planning for the following pantomime was driven by the results of the analysis; 
pricing became more sophisticated and new strategies were tried and subsequently 
evaluated, the timing and number of performances were altered in response to 
demand and marketing efforts became highly targeted. As a result income (and 
profit) from the pantomime has grown substantially above inflation every year and in 
2015/16 tickets sales of over £1m were generated for the first time.  
 
It doesn’t have to be complicated – booking fees and online 
donations 
One of the most widespread and easiest to implement responses to a decline in 
public funding for performing arts organisations has been the introduction/increase in 
online booking fees and the introduction of an option to donate to the charity during 
the online booking process.  Provided that the changes were well planned and 
communicated and the technology worked, these changes met little customer 
resistance and have generated substantial unrestricted income including gift aid at 
minimal additional cost to the organisation. 
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Exploiting your physical assets - building a better space hire 
business 
Clean Break is a theatre company with an independent education programme based 
in Kentish Town, North London; it works with women who have experience of the 
criminal justice system.  Since it moved into its current premises in 2000 the charity 
has hired out its three studio spaces when they are not being used for the company’s 
own work and it also rented out a modest office space to local creative businesses. 
 
Three years ago the resident tenant had financial difficulties and the lease was 
terminated.  The rental market was quite weak and the charity was unsure whether it 
could secure a good tenant who would fit in with the organisation’s ethos.  Clean 
Break therefore took the opportunity to review its space hire strategy more widely 
and its staff undertook some market research.  As a result a new strategy was 
developed and agreed with the Board.  The office space was converted to a 
workshop space, a dedicated marketing budget was created and specific staff 
responsibilities for promotion and management of the micro business were 
established. 
 
These investments have allowed the charity to more than double its earned income 
from space hire to £90k, or almost 10% of the charity’s annual income.  These 
unrestricted funds have allowed the charity to build its reserves so that it can better 
cope with the current changes in funding and invest in further new initiatives.  Clean 
Break has also built new relationships with other theatre companies and local 
businesses who have become regular customers.  
 
Expanding the offer - working with new non-arts partners and 
customers 
Graeae Theatre Company is now in its 36th year and defines itself as a force for 
change in world-class theatre. Like other organisations in the cultural sector Graeae 
has been looking closely at its business model and exploring a range of approaches 
to generating income.  A key area of business model development has been building 
relationships with a range of new non-arts partners. Two examples of these new 
relationships are the partnerships with global financial services firm EY and interior fit 
out and refurbishment contractor Paragon. 
 
The EY opportunity came about as result of the involvement of the Chief Executive 
(Jenny Sealey) in co-directing the Opening Ceremony of the 2012 London Paralympic 
Games.  EY were impressed by Jenny’s passion and unique approach; early 
conversations led to taster workshops and a full programme, now EY is advising Graeae 
on how to package the programme to sell it on to other organisations. 
 
Paragon worked with Graeae to develop its new home at Bradbury Studios in East 
London.  During the project the teams built a strong working relationship that has 
continued after the building was opened in 2009.  Paragon sees Bradbury Studios as a 
powerful showcase for their work; they regularly bring clients round and support the 
charity’s fundraising efforts. 
 
Learning to work with organisations and individuals from other sectors is not easy and 
Graeae took a deliberately developmental approach that included all staff.  These 
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partnerships have not only supported the organisation financially they have also 
extended its reach and impact. 
 
Joint investment and risk sharing – Music & Lyrics 
Music & Lyrics was established in 2011 in direct response to the first major round of 
spending cuts and standstill funding and to a desire for more high quality musicals 
outside London.  About 20 independent theatres came together to create high quality 
musical theatre productions for touring including in the South East: The Marlow 
(Canterbury), The Orchard (Dartford), GLive (Guildford) and the Mayflower 
(Southampton). Recent productions include Oklahoma, Fiddler on the Roof, High 
Society and The King and I. 
 
All of the consortium members are involved in the decision making process and 
contribute to the pre-performance production costs.  This allows the members to 
generate the maximum return both artistically and financially for their investment and 
to manage their risks around creating new work. 
 
The consortium has enabled its members to offer their audiences a wider range of 
work than would have been possible otherwise.  They have sold more tickets and 
have been able to offer better support to artists.  The consortium also aims to share 
good practice in marketing, audience development, production and education work 
between the partner organisations and their staff teams. 
 
New models of distribution – event cinema 
In 2007 the Royal Opera House under former BBC executive Tony Hall acquired arts 
production and distribution company Opus Arte to film and distribute its productions 
and those of other organisations through DVDs and cinema screenings.  In doing so, 
it was partly inspired by the success of the Metropolitan Opera in filming and 
broadcasting its New York productions. 
 
Following this pioneering move the live and encore streaming of performances by 
the larger national companies has grown dramatically in recent years; for example 
the National Theatre (NT Live) and the RSC regularly broadcast much of their 
content to both commercial cinemas and nonprofit cinemas and arts centres.  The 
upfront investment in equipment and new staff/skills has required additional funding.  
For example, the RSC invested some of the profits from its highly successful Matilda 
the Musical into set up and early distribution costs.  Financial returns vary between 
the companies but the benefits in terms of mission delivery and brand enhancements 
are very clear.  These broadcasts have allowed these organisations to dramatically 
increase their reach.  The RSC Theatre has a capacity of 1,060; just one live 
broadcast of Richard II reached an audience of over 100 times the theatre’s capacity 
and this does not take account of subsequent encore screenings, DVD sales and 
online distribution via Digital Theatre. 
 
These screenings have also had a profound and beneficial impact on arts centres 
and independent/arthouse cinemas.  They regularly sell-out at a premium price as 
against average live performance attendances of less than 50% and have put 
organisations in touch with new audiences. 
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Building a flexible model – size should not limit ambition 
Multistory is a small, young organisation with an ambitious vision.  Based in one of 
the most deprived areas in the UK, it is committed to working with outstanding artists 
such as Martin Parr to make art with, for and about the people of Sandwell in the 
West Midlands.  
 
The power of its vision and its team has allowed the organisation to establish a 
strong reputation rapidly and to attract funding and partners to realise its ambitions.  
At the same time the organisation has adopted a flexible, low cost ways of working 
that allow it to scale up and down as needed. Instead of having a delivery team of 
permanent staff Multistory now has a core of four people and specialist project 
support is brought in when required, this allows the team to shrink and grow as 
appropriate. Savings in core costs have also allowed the team to create a 
productions fund so that it has the freedom to create its own programme. 
 
Finding a new funding model – becoming a Free School 
Wac Arts (WA) was founded over 35 years ago and is a performing arts organisation 
that empowers young people to change their world with a particular focus on 
excluded children and young people.  It is based in Hampstead Old Town Hall and 
works across a number of London boroughs.  After 2010 the funding climate for 
WA’s work become progressively more challenging whilst the demand for their work 
rose; the mismatch between an increased reliance on short term project funding and 
the need to commit to the long term programmes that its students need began to 
threaten the organisation’s existence. 
 
To respond to this changing landscape the Board and Executive successfully applied 
to establish a Free School.  Wac Arts College opened in September 2014 as an 
alternative provision free school teaching a creative curriculum.  The charity has 
therefore found a completely different funding model for part of its programme that 
matches the needs of its beneficiaries much more closely. 
 
Using existing skills and expertise in new ways 
The Agency is a co-production between Battersea Arts Centre and Contact in 
partnership with People’s Palace Projects.  The Agency aims to empower young 
people to affect positive change in their own communities through an innovative new 
model developed by Brazilian theatre and film maker Marcus Faustini.  In Rio 
Faustini used his theatre making skills to develop an entrepreneurial programme for 
young people from the favelas.  BAC and Contact have worked together to bring this 
model to the UK.  A successful two year pilot led recently to further funding from the 
Big Lottery to expand the programme nationally.   
 
Participants develop their own entrepreneurial ideas through creative workshops and 
research sessions. They explore the needs of the local area, go out onto the streets 
to gain support for their plans and invite the local community to give feedback. They 
also meet with professionals in their chosen field to gain expert advice.  After a 
development period they pitch their ideas to a panel for the chance to gain up to 
£2000 funding and continued mentoring and support to make their idea a reality. 
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An innovative model rooted in creative theatre making is being used to support 
young people to build their own innovative social enterprises to improve their life 
chances and their local communities. 
 
Wholesale change – mergers 
Sound and Music is the national charity for new music.  It was created in 2008 
through the merger of four contemporary music organisations: the British Music 
Information Centre, Contemporary Music Network, Sonic Arts Network and the 
Society for the Promotion of New Music.  Prior to the merger the visions and 
business models of the four organisations were quite dissimilar: they operated at 
different financial scales with very different funding and delivery models.   
 
The merger process began as a funder-inspired initiative to explore how eight 
organisations promoting contemporary music in the UK could come together to 
deliver a better return for public investment in a crucial but under-developed sector.  
Funding from the Arts Council’s Thrive Programme supported the process of 
exploring the motivations and expectations of potential founders and funders. 
Through a process of developing alternative options for vision, business model and 
governance structures the final vision and model for Sound and Music was 
developed and taken forward by half of the original group. 
 
Mergers are not common in the arts sector.  From our work we believe that there are 
three main reasons for their rarity.  First, people in arts organisations at all levels 
from ushers to trustees usually take a fierce pride in their organisation’s unique 
artistic identities and see mergers as a dilution, and sometimes a betrayal, of their 
history and values.  Secondly, mergers are complicated and resource hungry 
(Cairns, Hutchinson & Buckley, 2012: 23) and few arts organisations have sufficient 
internal resources that they can commit to such a project.  Lastly, there is a 
widespread concern that mergers in the commercial sector destroy more value than 
they create.   
 
However, as funding continues to reduce the pressure to consolidate will grow and 
these obstacles may be less daunting than in the past. 
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Conclusions  
Working with business models 

 
“The starting point for any good discussion, meeting, or workshop on business 
model innovation should be a shared understanding of what a business model 
actually is.  We need a business model concept that everyone understands: 
one that facilitates description and discussion.”  (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 
2010: 15) 
 

To support museums in exploring and re-designing their business models we have 
offered a brief introduction to two tools that have been well received by the museums 
we have worked with: the business model canvas (Osterwalder & Pigenur, 2010) 
and the matrix map (Bell & Zimmerman, 2015).  The canvas invites its users to map 
their business models in terms of the creation, delivery and capture of value through 
value propositions, target customers, relationships, distribution channels, resources, 
activities and partners.  The matrix map provides a visual tool for organisations to 
explore their portfolio of activities and programmes in terms of their contribution to 
delivery of the organisation’s mission and its financial viability.  Both tools can be 
used with staff from across a museum to build ideas and formulated models to test. 

Arts business models in the South East  
The business models of arts organisations within the South East are characterised 
by a great diversity of forms resulting from differences in vision and purpose, art 
form, scale, asset base and revenue model.  We have identified six organisations as 
examples of the range of different models in operation.   
 
Figure 5 Examples of different arts business models in the south east 

Arts business model type Example 
Producing theatre Chichester Festival Theatre 
Artist led performing arts company 
(dance) 

Hofesh Shechter Company 

Arts Centre Farnham Maltings 
Visual art gallery with a collection Pallant House Gallery 
Festival Canterbury Festival 
Development agency (for dance) South East Dance 
 
What all of the models have in common is that they changing to meet the challenges 
of far reaching developments in the external environment related to public funding of 
the arts and culture, localism and technological change.  Their responses to these 
changes share a number of common themes. 
 

• The drive to establish strong brands and identities that distinguish the 
organisation from its peers 

• A greater emphasis on exploiting the potential of their work to build resilience 
in new and imaginative ways 

• A growth investment in partnership working and collaboration 
• Increasing exploitation of physical assets to generate revenue 
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What does success look like?  
 

“Annual income twenty pounds, annual expenditure nineteen [pounds] 
nineteen [shillings] and six [pence], result happiness. Annual income twenty 
pounds, annual expenditure twenty pounds ought and six, result misery." Mr 
Micawber in Charles Dickens’ David Copperfield. 

 
This famous quote from Dickens summarises one possible definition of success: 
income exceeds expenditure.  However, as a definition of success for the business 
model of a nonprofit organisation operating in the current climate it is inadequate if 
not dangerously misleading.   
 
The operating environment for cultural organisations is changing rapidly as funding 
declines and customer behaviour, shaped by technological change, is evolving 
quickly in unpredictable ways.  Today’s successes can easily become tomorrow’s 
failures if they cannot adapt fast enough. The current re-making of the music, 
publishing and newspaper industries provides ample evidence of the power of 
technology to disrupt entire industries and destroy previously profitable business 
models. 
 
Museums in the UK are rarely for-profit organisations and for-profit organisations 
cannot secure Accreditation: museums exist to deliver public benefit and enhance 
lives; money has been an input not an outcome.  Cultural organisations are always 
operating on a double if not a triple bottom line actively balancing and re-balancing 
mission, money and increasingly environmental impact.  Any definition of success 
must therefore include impact and the ability to adapt and innovate as well as 
financial viability. 
 
To reflect this complicated picture we would suggest that there are six key success 
criteria when assessing business models in this sector. 
 
Figure 6 Six key success criteria for assessing business models 

Success criteria Indicators 
Alignment Model aligns with organisational purpose and goals 

Behaviours ensure model aligns across the 
organisation 
Holistic implementation 
Branding is aligned 

Consistency Choices made in relation to the model complement and 
reinforce each other 
Coherent approach to implementing the model 
Customer recognises a coherent offer 

Robustness Model is sustainable over time 
Model creates a self-sustaining impact 

Value created Customers respond to the value proposition 
Value proposition is clearly understood and articulated 
internally 
Delivers to the bottom line - financial, cultural, social 
and environmental 
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Scalability Model has potential for growth 
Invention Model is game changing 

Model can adapt to changing contexts 
Model has been adapted and tested over time 

Business model innovation among arts organisations  
 

“The challenge for every non-profit is to find the sweet spot between exploring 
new opportunities and shoring up the best existing programmes, which means 
balancing discipline and freedom.” (Crutchfield & Grant, 2008: 151) 

 
“Innovation is a multi-stage process whereby organisations transform ideas 
into new/improved products, service or processes, in order to advance, 
compete and differentiate themselves.”(Baregheh, Rowley, & Sambrook, 
2009: 1334)  

 
One of the most common themes that has emerged from the six case studies (that 
accompany the report) has been their ambition to reimagine and reinvent. Not 
everyone has referred to it specifically as innovation; some have talked about 
experimentation, research and development, or evolution. Their responses have also 
involved different combinations of focus on innovation around value creation, 
efficiency/process or both. In the case of Multistory its approach was to create a new 
business model based on innovating the offer and their organisational design. This 
required a move towards more innovative project based working built on their past 
experience and successes but delivered in new ways. 
 
Figure 7 Examples of innovation types 

Innovation area Examples 
Value creation: 
offer, customers, 
relationships and 
channels 

Graeae – consultancy work 
Clean Break – space hire 
Royal Opera House, Royal Shakespeare Company and 
National Theatre – event cinema 

Efficiency and 
process: resources, 
activities and 
partners 

Hackney Empire – audience data 
Booking fees and online donations 
Music & Lyrics – co-producing consortium 

Whole business 
model 

Multistory 
Sound and Music 
Wac Arts – free school 
Battersea Arts Centre & Contact – The Agency 

 
This highlights that innovation can occur on a spectrum of different scales within 
organisations; it can involve the whole organisation or smaller units such as teams or 
departments. It can also be incremental with periods of research, development and 
testing, or transformational. 
 
The drivers for innovation amongst the case studies have been predominantly 
external in response to the changing funding context. Cultural and heritage 
organisations have faced a near perfect storm since 2008 consisting of decreasing 
public resources and increasing demand, particularly in terms of their social remit 
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and as local authority services diminish. In many ways the sector has always been 
innovative but now there is a much stronger drive towards ensuring innovation 
delivers increased income or decreased costs, or both.  
 
Another significant feature of the innovations undertaken by the case study 
organisations is the involvement of a diversity of voices. This goes beyond traditional 
definitions of diversity to include different sectoral experience and perspectives.   
 
In the case of Graeae this included involvement with EY and Paragon (Interior fit out 
and refurbishment contractors). For Multistory it is the likes of the commercial 
photography agency Magnum Photos and the FT, and with Lighthouse it is games 
developers, Brighton University and commercial digital media companies. The wider 
the diversity and more varied the perspectives the better it would seem. 
 
Organisations that have achieved continuous innovation have a range of 
characteristics: 
 
• Strong leadership 
• A clear vision 
• Appropriate values 
• A dynamic board 
• Strong teamwork 
• Access to external resources 
• Inter-organisational networks 
 
These characteristics are echoed in the mini case studies.  
 
Research into innovation in the wider nonprofit sector highlights a number of pitfalls 
to watch out for in terms of successful business model innovation (Dover & 
Lawrence, 2012) 
 
Figure 8 Pitfalls in business model innovation 

Pitfall Characteristics Impact 
Privileging individuals over 
systems 

Innovation is wholly 
dependent on a few 
individuals 

Ideas cannot be scaled 
across or beyond the 
organisation because they 
are so dependent on 
individuals. It also means 
the organisation is 
vulnerable when those 
individuals leave 

Privileging systems over 
individuals 

Innovation is focused on 
physical assets and 
systems but the systems 
used tend to treat every 
challenge and opportunity 
the same 

The organisation is not 
adaptable to changing 
circumstances – hence the 
adage ‘if the only tool you 
have is a hammer, every 
problem looks like a nail’ 
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Pitfall Characteristics Impact 
Privileging ideas over 
action 

The organisation is great 
at generating ideas and 
insights but finds 
challenges in converting 
them into action 

Nothing happens to 
change the business 
model but the lists of ideas 
continues to grow 

Privileging action over 
ideas 

Members of the 
organisation expect to see 
rapid movement from 
ideas into action and 
impact 

Frustrations grow as 
action is either slower than 
anticipated or the 
expected impact is not 
achieved because the 
ideas were not developed 
enough before action is 
taken 

 
What the research indicates is that organisations need an equal balance in terms of 
people and systems, ideas and actions in order for innovation to flourish. A certain 
degree of internal reflection is also beneficial in being able to spot any of the above 
pitfalls starting to emerge. 
 

“Nonprofits may benefit from devoting time to assessing the extent to which 
innovation is valued and envisioned as part of the organisational fibre and taking 
steps to educate and communicate.”(Beekman, Steiner, & Wasserman, 2012: 31)  

Some challenges to successful business model innovation 
 
Many of the challenges that museums are likely to face developing their business 
models are shared by the arts organisations in this review. 
 

• The speed and unpredictability of changes in the external environment makes 
realistic planning difficult. 

• A lack of staff capacity and, most particularly a lack of time to think.  This 
challenge has grown greater as budgets have reduced and the pressures to 
continue delivering have intensified.  

• A lack of staff capability 
• Budgets are very tight and it is hard to identify funds for investment in 

innovation  
• Concerns over sharing with potential competitors 

 
There are four factors that, whilst not applying to all museums, apply more 
commonly to museums than to arts organisations that may also pose additional 
challenges: local authority or other public sector control, free entry, high fixed costs 
and a generational responsibility for collections.   
 
More museums than arts organisations sit within local authorities or other public 
bodies such as the NHS or Ministry of Defence.  As a result the museum services 
are likely to have less freedom to chart their own course than an independent 
charity.  They will also need to engage with a wider range of stakeholders.  Elements 
of a museum’s business model such as central services are likely to lie outside the 
museum’s control; this will limit the opportunities for innovation.  Within a local 
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authority a museum may be seen as a service rather than a business.  This has the 
strength of bringing a focus on the communities being served but it may lead the 
service to be seen as cost centre whose costs are somewhat reduced by various 
revenue streams rather than as a business that creates, delivers and captures value.  
 
Some but by no means all museums have free entry to their permanent collections 
and therefore rely on secondary trading income together with grants to fund their 
activities.  As a result the organisation may have a limited experience of, and comfort 
with, building relationships with paying customers as a core part of their business.  
As public funds decline selling to paying customers must become a larger part in 
many museums business models. 
 
Most museums spend most of their money on staff and buildings and therefore have 
a high fixed cost base with little capacity for discretionary spending.  This inflexibility 
can intensify the challenge in moving resources away from business as usual into 
investment for the future. 
 
Finally, museums are created to hold their collections in trust if not explicitly in 
perpetuity.  This leads to a powerful and valuable sense of obligation to future 
generations but it can also lead to an emphasis on survival over success. 
 
However, whilst it is possible to see a number of additional obstacles to innovation 
for museums, it should also be noted that the museum sector does enjoy a number 
of advantages over the arts sector.   
 

• Many arts organisations need to create or buy in content continuously to 
populate their programmes.  However, museum collections provide a rich 
source of content that a museum already owns and understands.   

• In comparison with the more fragmented arts sector, the museums sector has 
stronger professional networks that add real cohesion and offer a wide range 
of developmental opportunities. 

• In general, it has been our experience that museums place greater emphasis 
on training and development and their teams demonstrate more established 
managerial skills than is common among arts organisations of a similar scale. 
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Recommendations 
Based on our findings and conclusions we have developed a number of 
recommendations for both individual museums and for the wider sector. 

Recommendations for museum members  
Re-thinking and re-working a business model requires that the organisation has the 
necessary capacity and capability to both think and act.  Organisational capability in 
these three areas will be of great assistance, requiring: 
  

• A good awareness and understanding of the external environment and of 
how the landscape might change 

• An evidence based understanding of the needs and wants of both existing 
and potential customers 

• An understanding of how the current business model works and how it might 
be developed over time – see Appendix B for a tool to assist  

 
In addition, to be able to see that is change needed, to experience the feelings that 
support useful change and to then change behaviours (Kotter, 2002: 10) the 
museum will greatly benefit from an organisational culture and structure that 
promotes flexibility and openness to change, experimentation and doing things 
differently.  Further resources to support development in these areas are signposted 
in Appendix A. 
 
From our research we suggest that there are a number of specific areas in which 
innovation around business models could be particularly fruitful for museums. 
 
Content 
Collections are a museum’s key asset and they provide unrivalled content with the 
potential to tell rich and varied stories.  Museums currently exploit their collections to 
generate income through the sale of merchandise but this could be taken much 
further both to generate revenue and to attract additional resources such as 
expertise, networks, profile and access to new customers and markets through 
partnerships. There are a number of questions to ask: 
 

• Who might be interested in our collections and the stories that they can tell? 
• Who might care that our collections are maintained and kept accessible?  

How can we best harness their support? 
• What might people be willing to pay to be able to access our collections? 
• Could we offer additional paid services to enrich their experiences? 
• How could we work in partnership with others who are interested in our 

stories? 
• Can we share our collections in different ways? 

 
Buildings 
Many museums are based in distinctive buildings in town and city centre locations.  
A combination of the downsizing of corporate and public sector office space and a 
change in working patterns including the rise of self-employment have led to a surge 
in the demand for meeting rooms, workshop spaces, short term desk space and 
coffee shop style provision with Wi-Fi.  Setting up such businesses does require 
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initial investment and ongoing maintenance but it can contribute useful amounts of 
unrestricted revenue as well as attracting new customers and partners. 
 
Digital development 
As we have described briefly in this report, changes in digital technology are 
reshaping entire industries, social values and behaviour.  Within the arts and cultural 
sector they offer new ways opportunities for both value creation and increased 
efficiency. 
 
Figure 9 Examples of digital development impacts in the arts and cultural sector 

Value creation Efficiency and process 
• New models of online co-creation 

with partners and customers 
• New models for distributing content  
• New ways to marketing your offer 
• Greater opportunities to build more 

personal and personalised 
relationships with customers 

• Self-service online ticketing and 
donations 

• Improved internal and external 
communications systems   

• Automated and cloud based business 
systems such as finance, HR, 
collections management and space 
management 

• Greater potential for collaboration 
with partners online 

 
Investing in digital development (hardware, software and skills) is no longer an 
optional activity; it is essential for organisational relevance and survival. 

Recommendations for the museum sector 
The museum sector already possesses a number of developmental mechanisms, 
including programmes offered and funded by the Museums Association, Arts Council 
England and the regional Museum Development Programmes. It has not been part 
of our remit to assess the effectiveness of these programmes but we strongly 
endorse the thinking behind such programmes and would suggest that there are two 
areas of particular importance for future business model development: innovation 
and greater partnership working.  
 
Understanding, promoting and rewarding innovation 
Museum business models are under great strain largely as a result of dramatic 
changes in public funding.  Most if not all models will need to change, in some cases 
dramatically, if there the current infrastructure is not to be greatly impoverished.  
Cost reduction cannot deliver the scale of change needed; organisations will need to 
experiment with new models, approaches, activities and ways of working to deliver 
offers that meet changing customer expectations with less public investment. 
 
Supporting greater and deeper partnership working 
Embedding stronger partnership working within the core of organisational business 
models and ways of working has the potential to reduce business model fragility in a 
number of ways. 
 

• Increase the social return on public and private investment  
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• Encourage organisations to focus on their areas of greatest expertise and 
strength allowing them to create a more distinctive offer, increase impact and 
to reduce possible duplications in provision 

• Support the development of more permeable, externally aware, intelligent and 
flexible organisations 

• Create opportunities for combined investment in new ventures 
• Deliver cost savings through economies of scale and scope in certain areas 

such as shared services 
 
Funders, professional bodies and policy makers can strongly influence the choices 
made by museums in these areas through three key mechanisms. 
 
Advocacy 
Sectoral bodies can advocate for change and publicly demonstrate their support of 
organisations and leaders who embrace new ways of thinking and working.  They 
can signpost useful resources.  Through their own practices as leaders and opinion 
formers they can model the behaviours that they wish others to adopt. 
 
Provide development opportunities and tools 
Sectoral bodies can also provide a range of opportunities for individual and 
organisational development through activities such peer-to-peer learning 
programmes, conferences, workshops and toolkits. 
 
Funder expectations and transition support 
Moving from one way of working to another always absorbs resources and carries 
risks. These realities need to be accepted and the challenges managed. 
 
Transition is always resource intensive and the required investment in time and 
money can rarely be recouped quickly. We would particularly single out a lack of 
time, the cash costs of transition and the impact on performance.   
 
Our clients frequently identify the lack of time to reflect and plan as a major, if not the 
major, obstacle to designing and delivering substantive change.  The extent to which 
this is perceived as a major issue has grown since 2010 both as a result of 
increasing workloads and as a result of wider pressures around our 24/7 culture and 
time poverty: the urgent often drives out the important.  Creative, confident and 
brave thinking is hard to do and can rarely be done in odd snatched moments at the 
end of a long day. 
 
In recent years much useful research has been done on how organisations can 
achieve change more quickly and with fewer resources both in the context of start-
ups and established organisations; the lean and agile approaches are two examples 
of these new ways of thinking.  However, transition is not cost neutral.  Examples of 
common transition costs include the following: 
 

• Staff: organisational redesign, recruitment and induction, training and 
development, retention through transition 

• New business processes: disposal of old equipment, purchase of new 
equipment, licences 

• External advice: legal, financial, information technology 
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• Start-up costs for new elements of the business: promotion, launch 
programme 

 
Funding these costs out of over-stretched budgets can be very difficult. 
 
Implementing a new business model will almost always have an adverse impact on 
the organisation’s ability to deliver what its funders and customers have come to 
view as business as usual.  Resources in terms of both time and cash will need to be 
moved from the current to the new model.  People will need to learn new skills and to 
work with different people so it will take time to regain historic levels of efficiency.  An 
open acceptance of this decline in performance can be difficult for organisations and 
funders, particularly when public funding is under great pressure.  
 
Risk and reward are inextricably linked; the latter can rarely if ever be secured 
without accepting the former.  However, risk taking can often be viewed 
asymmetrically in the public and nonprofit sectors with downside risks having a 
disproportionate weight.  Concerns about potentially negative outcomes can lead to 
either an unhelpful level of risk aversion or an unwillingness to admit the scale of the 
risks being run; the former leads to inaction and the latter increases the chances of 
failure by discouraging active risk management. 
 
In this context the funding system can specifically support business model innovation 
in the following ways.  
 

• Assistance with the funding of transition costs 
• Active support for open discussion around and management of the risks 

associated with transition 
• Acceptance that the organisation’s ability to deliver will be impaired through 

the transition process. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A: online resources 
 
In addition to works cited in the report, we have listed a number of resources from 
sources other than those that museums might have traditionally consulted. 
 
Web resources: 
 
• Business Survival Toolkit: a selection of some 70 different tools to help you 

understand the current position of your organisation and consider its future 
development options 
http://business-survival-toolkit.co.uk/ 

 
• Centre for Charity Effectiveness at Cass Business School: provides resources, 

research, expertise and development programmes to help enhance the 
performance of non-profit organisations 
http://www.cass.city.ac.uk/research-and-faculty/centres/cce 

 
• Culture Hive: an online resource for developing and sharing best practice in 

cultural marketing 
http://culturehive.co.uk/ 

 
• Missions Model Money: an archive of the research, resources and provocations 

created by the MMM initiative between 2004 and 2014 
http://www.missionmodelsmoney.org.uk/ 

 
• NCVO: provides wider ranging information advice and guidance for voluntary 

organisations. It exists to support non-profit organisations make the biggest 
difference they can 
https://www.ncvo.org.uk/ 

 
• New Philanthropy Capital: an independent think tank developing research and 

resources, and offering consultancy services to the charity sector. It has a 
particular focus on impact measurement and works across practice and policy 
http://www.thinknpc.org/ 

 
• Nonprofit Finance Fund: Is US based but has a range of resources and research 

including a financial health assessment tool 
http://www.nonprofitfinancefund.org/ 
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Appendix C: Recommended reading 
 
Bell, J. & Zimmerman, S. (2015) The Sustainability Mindset. San Francisco.  Jossey-
Bass 
 

A very practical guide to using the Matrix Map in order to help nonprofit 
organisations in developing sustainable business strategies. It takes you step 
by step through the process providing tools and templates for each of the 
stages from understanding your desired impact to achieving profitability. 

 
Bernarda, G., Osterwalder, A., Pigneur,Y. & Smith, A. (2014. Value Proposition 
Design.  New Jersey. John Wiley & Sons:  
 

The sequel to Business Model Generation and equally as visual and 
accessible. It is packed with references, tools and exercises to help you 
shape your value proposition or offer and understand your potential 
customers. The book takes you through the whole design process and 
highlights the need to keep reinventing even when you have found successful 
models 

 
Christensen, C. (1997) The Innovator's Dilemma. Boston. Harvard Business Review 
Press 
 

The first book to introduce the concept of ‘disruptive innovation’ it outlines how 
organisations can overlook potential innovation as a result of too strong a 
focus on current customer needs. The Innovator’s Dilemma highlights the 
importance of considering future needs and delivery mechanisms. 

 
 
Gassmann, O., Frankenberger, K. & Csik, M. (2014) The Business Model Navigator.  
Edinburgh. Pearson 
 

Business Model Navigator is a useful partner to the other business model 
books. In very readable and practical terms it identifies 55 core business 
models that can help you both think through the basis for your own model and 
understand possibilities for future development 

 
 
Kimbell, L. (2014) The Service Innovation Handbook. Amsterdam. BIS Publishers 
 

This book provides a wealth of practical tools and examples to help you think 
through service design and development. If you are interested in 
understanding your products and services from a customer experience 
perspective this book is a helpful starting point. 
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Osterwalder, A. & Pigneur,Y. (2010) Business Model Generation.  New Jersey. John 
Wiley & Sons:  
 

An international best seller co-created with hundreds of international 
practitioners from a wide range of sectors. Business Model Generation 
introduces the Business Model Canvas, which has become a worldwide 
phenomenon for helping organisations of all kind understand and develop 
their business models.  The book gives a clear introduction to the Canvas and 
takes you through a series of exercises, activities and examples to help you 
develop your own model. 

 
Zolli, A. & Healy, A.M. (2013) Resilience: Why Things Bounce Back. New York. Free 
Press  
 

This book uses a wide-ranging set of examples to explore the issue of 
systemic resilience, and how some organisations or individuals are able to 
bounce back when things go wrong when others fail to. It is very readable and 
takes you on what the authors call a tour of resilience patterns finishing with a 
review of the factors you might want to consider in understanding the 
resilience of your own organisation.  
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Appendix D: Understanding your business model 
Using the following matrix identify where you would place your business model. Tick where you think your organisation sits on the scale against 
each of the indicators. 
 
Indicators In need of 

development 
    Successfully 

achieved 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Our business model aligns with our purpose and goals       
The way we behave ensures our business model is aligned across 
everything we do 

      

We implement the business model across all areas of our work       
Our branding is clearly aligned with our business model       
The choices we make about our work always take account of our 
business model 

      

Everyone is implementing the model equally       
Our customers recognise that we provide a coherent offer       
Our business model is sustainable over at least the next three years       
Our choice of model is self-sustaining       
Our customers respond to our value proposition – we are generating 
income from our offer 

      

Our team understands our offer and the distinctive value we provide       
Our offer delivers positively to the bottom line: financially, culturally and 
socially 

      

Our model has plenty of scope for growth       
Our model is game changing in its field       
Our model is flexible enough to adapt as our context changes       
Our model has been adapted over time       
We have mechanisms for constantly testing and improving our model       
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What do your answers tell you about your business model? 
 
 
 
 
Do you have evidence to support your answers? 
 
 
 
 
Where do you need to improve? 
 
 
 
 
What other business models (from within or beyond your sector) can help you improve? 
 
 
 
 
Where are you already successful and how can you build on your successes? 
 
 
 
 
 
What else do you need to do to strengthen your business model? 
 


